
 

WOOD PERFORMA 
Sheet Vinyl 

 

Maintenance 
 
 

The regular cleaning of your Wood Performa dance floor is important to the overall life of your  
floor.  The floor should be swept and mopped at least 3 times a week.  Do not use any cleaner with  
ammonia in its formula, as  the  ammonia will alter the  surface of your  floor. 
 
Prior to the mopping, the floor should be swept clean with a soft push broom. A corn broom or  
other stiff bristle broom may  leave scratches on  the  floor  surface. For regular cleaning, Rosco All-
Purpose Cleaner is the specified cleaning product for Wood Performa floors. The water temperature 
should be warm but not hot. For light duty cleaning, add 2 ounces of Rosco All-Purpose Cleaner to  
1 gallon of water, mop and let dry.  For moderate to heavy dirt build up on the floor add 8 ounces 
Rosco All-Purpose Cleaner to warm water, mop, rinse lightly with clean cold water, and let dry.  If 
there is gummy residue from  floor  tape, apply  Rosco All-Purpose Cleaner full  strength to a  soft 
cloth and  rub  on  the   build-up  (wear rubber gloves to avoid   skin  contact). Afterwards, rinse the  
area with clean water and  let dry. 
 
If the floor has either been in storage or not cleaned for a period of time use Rosco Heavy Duty  
Cleaner. Rosco Heavy Duty Cleaner is a floor stripper as well as a cleaner. Using Rosco Heavy Duty  
Cleaner will remove all waxes and  any  excessive dirt that has  built  up the  floor.  Add 4 ounces of 
Rosco Heavy Duty Cleaner to 1 gallon warm water and mop.  After cleaning rinse the floor with clean 
cold water and let dry. To remove difficult stains or spills, apply Rosco Heavy Duty Cleaner full 
strength directly to a soft cloth, rubbing the cloth on the stain (wear rubber gloves to avoid skin 
contact). Afterwards, rinse the area with clean water and let dry. 
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